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V.A. Khoze (IPPP, Durham & PNPI)

Central Exclusive Processes at Hadron Colliders: from  dimesons to 
Higgs

(Based on works with Aliosha Kaidalov, Lucian Harland-Lang, Alan Martin, Misha Ryskin, James Stirling and
Marek Tasevsky)

(selected topics)
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A great privilege to work with Aliosha : 13  papers written in collaboration,
6 conference talks.

1973-first common paper, 2010-last common paper 

always in close contact with the experimentalists                                            
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(The results are still relevant) (Currently is tested in the H1 analysis)
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Introduction (why we are interested in CEP processes?)

Standard Candle CEP reactions.

CEP through the KRYSTHAL eyes (new results, selected topics).

Diphoton CEP.

Dimeson CEP.

CEP as a way to study old and new heavy resonances

‘Diffractive Higgs’ revisited.

Towards the Full Acceptance Detector at the LHC (bj-1992).

Summary and Outlook.

With a bit o
f personal fla

vour
Khoze,Ryskin,Stirling,Harland-Lang- Krysthal Collab.
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A.B. Kaidalov +KMR Probabilities of rapidity gaps in high-energy interactions ,

Eur.Phys.J. C21 (2001) 521-529

(a lot of attention)

http://inspirehep.net/record/556606
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Forcing two camels to go through the eye
of a needle

High price to pay for such a clean exclusive  environment:

σ (CEP) ~ 10
-4

∗ σ( inclus.)

Rapidity Gaps should survive hostile hadronic radiation
damages and ‘partonic pile-up ‘

symbolically W = S² T²
Colour  charges of the ‘digluon dipole’ are screened

only at rd ≥ 1/ (Qt)ch

GAP   Keepers (Survival Factors)  , protecting RG  against:

the debris of QCD radiation with 1/Qt≥ λ≥ 1/M (T)

soft rescattering effects (necessitated by unitariy)       (S)

H
P P

How would you explain this to your (grand) children ?

(Alan, Asher,Uri)
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CDF results   (dijets, γγ, χc), D0    

not so long ago: between Scylla and Charibdis:
Many orders of magnitude differences in the theoretical predictions are now an ancient 

history 

σ(CEP) ~ 10 σ (incl)
-4

(KKMR 1997-2009)

The KKMR technology

(new LHCb & CMS results)
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“soft” scattering can easily destroy the gaps

gap

gap

Eikonal rescatt:      between protons
Semi-enhanced rescatt:  involving intermediate partons

M

soft-hard
factorizn

conserved
brokenSErgei

A subject of intensive theoretical discussionsA subject of intensive theoretical discussions

S² absorption effects -necessitated by unitarity

(Alan, Asher, Genya,Uri)Durham and Tel-Aviv group now - in a broad agreement

(also Enhanced diagrams…GLM, S.Ostapchenko)
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New Durham Studies

Account for the b-dependence of the survival factors (GLM-new results)

(known unknowns)

Improvements of models for soft diffraction: removing tensions with Totem data   on               and       ,
agreement with the LHC results on low mass SD,

agreement with the Tevatron/LHC data on CEP processes  
subprogram to SuperCHIC to calculate S2    in  SuperCHIC- progress KRH-L

(N)NLO-effects in hard ME.

(Alan’s talk)
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Uncertainties within  a factor of three or so
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‘BETTER TO LIGHT A CANDLE THAN TO   
RANT AGAINST   DARKNESS’

( Confucius )

Standard Candle ProcessesStandard Candle Processes
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and light

(CMS, Totem+CMS- soon to come)
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15(in a good agreement with the Durham expectations)
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d

A killing blow to the wide range of theoretical models.

Visualization of QCD Sudakov
formfactor

CDF
PRD-2008CDF
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(KMRS-04)
(HKRS-10)

Now 43 events

(now proved to be very small (CDF) in agreement with the Durham expectations)
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NLO effects-factor 
of 1.55

Currently theoret. uncertainties
are under further revision. 
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(M.Benayoun,V.Chernyak,-1990)

40 diagrams (4 basic)
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is this easy to understand ?

currently popular (among the more formal community)  MHV- technique
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CEP as a way to study old and new heavy       
resonances.

Heavy Quarkonia

Zoo of charmonium –like XYZ states
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(A. Alekseev-1958-positronium)

(R.Pasechnik et al, Phys.Lett.B680:62-71,2009;  HKRS, Eur.Phys.J.C65:433-448,2010)

KMR-01

The effects of non-zero            (especially for 2+ ). …and especially without proton detectors!
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2

First ‘exclusive’ events now being seen at LHCb.
Results suggestive of a sizeable                   contribution within LHCb kinematics

(better Rap Gap veto coverage needed- FSCs can be quite useful)

1 :  0.6  : 0.22
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(Currently no complete theoretical 
description  of  onium properties.) 

(BABAR (2008))

(spins- still unconfirmed)

The heaviest and most compact quark-antiquark bound state in nature

P-wave Bottomonia
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Zoo of charmonium –like XYZ states
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“Charmonium production & decay”, 6-8 March 2013, LAL, Orsay
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Good Luck to LHCb
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H

Main Goal:

Diffractive Higgs 
revisited 

(STAR REACTION)
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The main advantages of CEP Higgs production

Prospects for high accuracy (~1%) mass measurement 

(irrespectively of the decay mode).     

Quantum number filter/analyser.       
( 0++ dominance ;C,P-even)

H ->bb opens up (Hbb Yukawa coupl.)            ☺
(gg)CED bb in LO ; NLO,NNLO, b- mass effects – controllable.            

For some          scenarios CEP may become a discovery channel 

• A handle on the overlap backgrounds- Fast Timing Detectors    (10 ps timing or better).  

New leverage –proton momentum correlations (probes of QCD dynamics ,  CP- violation effects…)

H

BSM PRIO
R T

O T
HE LH

C ST
ART-U

P

currently  ATLAS FP-420

(STFC cuttin
g rule)  

CMS-HPS, Totem

ATLAS-AFP

Triple product correlation:

Integrated counting asymmetry (~10%)
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+ strong evidence
from the Tevatron

4 July 2012

(Sergei, Ilya)
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Find a CEP re
sonance 

and you have

confir
med its

 quantum numbers
!
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Signal-to-Background  Ratio 
(a brief reminder)

The largest signal, but large background and (most) difficult trigger

(other channels –too low rate).

Major theor. uncertainties cancel in the ratio, in particular survival factors, PDFs,..

Experimental efficiencies (trigger, b-tagging..)  cancel.

Dominant non-PU backgrounds:

SM Higgs, 125 GeV

Mass window                ~4 GeV. 
g-b misID ~ 1.3% 

cone size                       ~0.5. 

Main characteristics:

2007 (HKRTSW) values S/B ≈1

Could be improved by a factor of 2 or so.

(420+420)
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A.B. Kaidalov+ KMR Extending the study of the Higgs sector at the LHC by proton 
tagging ,

Eur.Phys.J. C33 (2004) 261-271

http://inspirehep.net/record/632254
http://inspirehep.net/record/632254
http://inspirehep.net/record/632254
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light Higgs~SM-like



46similar unpromising situation with the CEP rates for  heavier  H- boson in 
other MSSM scenarios
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Low MH MSSM scenario

(see for instance arXiv: 1302.7033, also NMSSM)

The LHC signal corresponds to the heavy CP-even Higgs boson.- SM like.

Light CP-even Higgs – heavily suppressed couplings to the gauge bosons.

The available parameter space is already affected by the current limits.

All 5 Higgs states have masses have masses of order 100 GeV

Rich phenomenology- but might be excluded by
the  standard  search channels at the LHC comparatively soon.

Recall also that the background is increasing with mass decreasing

(New studies in progress by M.Tasevsky, S.Heinemeyer, G.Weiglein and VAK)
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Towards  Full Acceptance Detector (bj- 1992)

(FSC at least a good foot in the door)

IS THERE A WAY OUT ?

Yes, an addition of Forward Shower Counters around beam pipes- low PU runs

first results of combined CMS+ TOTEM measurements with the 

FSCs on see (showers from particles with |    | = 7-9)

( Alice is installing such counters, ongoing  studies for LHCb)
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Published  in JINST-2009

(Installed in 2011 at the CMS)
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M. Albrow et al,  JINST 4:P10001,2009.
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56Jury is still out‘Diffractive Higgs’ and new physics CEP  (AFP, HPS) -jury is still out.
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We are looking forward to new 
exciting adventures in 

Exclusiveland
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Forward  Proton Taggers @ LHC as a gluonic Aladdin’s Lamp

•Higgs Studies

•Photon-Photon, Photon - Hadron Physics.

•‘Threshold Scan’: ‘Light’ New Physics …

•Various aspects of Diffractive Physics (soft & hard ).    

•High intensity Gluon Factory (underrated  gluons) (~20  mln quraks vs 417 ‘tagged’ g at LEP) 

QCD test reactions,  dijet PP-luminosity monitor

FPT
Could provide a unique  additional tool  to complement the conventional

strategies at the LHC.

Higgs is only a part of the broad EW, BSM and diffractive program@LHC
wealth of  QCD studies,  glue-glue collider, photon-hadron, photon-photon interactions…

σ(CDPE) ~ 10-4 * σ (incl)

PRIO
R T

O T
HE LH

C ST
ART-U

P
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Highlights:
• γγ CM energy W up to/beyond 1 TeV (and under control) 
• Large photon flux F therefore significant γγ luminosity
• Complementary (and clean) physics to pp interactions, eg studies of 
exclusive production of heavy particles might be possible       opens new field 
of studying very high energy γγ (and γp) physics 

LHC as a High Energy γγ Collider

p
p

K. Piotrzkowski, Phys. Rev. D63 (2001) 071502(R)
J.Ohnemus, T.Walsh & P .Zerwas -94;

KMR-02

Very rich Physics Menu  
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